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Speaking Stata: The statsby strategy
Nicholas J. Cox
Department of Geography
Durham University
Durham City, UK
n.j.cox@durham.ac.uk
Abstract. The statsby command collects statistics from a command yielding
r-class or e-class results across groups of observations and yields a new reduced
dataset. statsby is commonly used to graph such data in comparisons of groups;
the subsets and total options of statsby are particularly useful in this regard.
In this article, I give examples of using this approach to produce box plots and
plots of confidence intervals.
Keywords: gr0045, statsby, graphics, groups, comparisons, box plots, confidence
intervals
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Introduction

Datasets are often subdivided at one or more levels according to some kind of group
structure. Statistically minded researchers are typically strongly aware of the need for,
and the value of, comparisons between patients, hospitals, firms, countries, regions,
sites, or whatever the framework is for collecting and organizing their data. Indeed, for
many people, that kind of comparison is at the heart of what they do daily within their
research.
Stata supports separate group analyses in various ways. Perhaps the most wellknown and important is the by: construct, a subject of one of the earliest Speaking
Stata columns (Cox 2002). This column focuses on [D] statsby, a command that until
now has received only passing mention in Speaking Stata (Cox 2001, 2003). The main
idea of statsby is simple and it is well documented. However, experience on Statalist
and elsewhere indicates that many users who would benefit from statsby are unaware
of its possibilities. The extra puff of publicity here goes beyond the manual entry in
stressing its potential for graphical comparisons.
Focusing exclusively on statsby is not intended as a denial that there are other
solutions to the same, or related, problems. The work of Newson (1999, 2000, 2003) is
especially notable in this regard and goes beyond the singular purpose explored here.

2

The main idea

The main idea of statsby is that it offers a framework, not only for automating separate
analyses for each of several groups, but also for collating the results. The effect is to
relieve users of much of the tedious organizing work that would be needed otherwise. The
c 2010 StataCorp LP
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default mode of operation is that statsby overwrites the original dataset, subdivided
in some way, with a reduced dataset with just one observation for each group. The
saving() option, however, permits results to be saved on the side so that the original
dataset remains in memory.
A common and essentially typical example of applying statsby is that a panel
dataset containing one or more observations for each panel would be reduced to a
dataset with precisely one observation for each panel. Those observations contain panel
identifiers together with results for each panel, usually e- or r-class results from some
command. Because there is no stipulation that the command called is an official command, there is scope for users to write their own programs leaving such results in their
wake and thus to automate essentially any kind of calculation.
statsby does not support graphs directly, but the implications for graphics are
immediate. Graphics for groups imply the collation of group results followed by graphing
operations. Using statsby can reduce the problem to just the second of these two,
subject as usual to minor questions of titling, labeling, and so forth.

3

Box plots for all possible subsets

I will not recapitulate the details of the manual entry, which those unfamiliar with the
command can read for themselves. Rather, I will underline the value of statsby by
showing how it makes several graphical tasks much easier.
Variants on box plots remain popular in statistical science. In an earlier column
(Cox 2009), I underlined how graph twoway allows your own alternatives if ever the
offerings of graph box or graph hbox are not quite suitable.
Let us pick up that theme and give it a new twist. The subsets option of statsby
makes easy a division into all possible subsets of a dataset. That can be useful so
long as you remember enough elementary combinatorics to avoid trying to produce an
impracticable or impossible graph.
We will use the sj scheme standard for the Stata Journal and auto.dta bundled
with Stata.
. set scheme sj
. sysuse auto
(1978 Automobile Data)

A small piece of foresight—benefiting from the hindsight given by earlier attempts
excised from public view—is now to save a variable label that would otherwise disappear
on reduction. In this example, we could also just type in the label or some other suitable
text afterward. But if you try something similar yourself, particularly if you want to
automate the production of several graphs, the small detail of saving text you want as
a graph title may avoid some frustration.
. local xtitle "`: var label mpg´"
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Our call to statsby spells out that we want five quantiles, the median, two quartiles,
and two extremes. summarize, detail does that work. Because summarize is an rclass command, we need to look up the codes used, either by reverse engineering from
the results of return list or by looking at the command help or the manual entry.
The principle with an e-class command is identical, except that we would reverse
engineer from ereturn list. If this detail on r- and e-class results goes beyond your
present familiarity, start at help saved results and follow the documentation pointers
there if and as desired.
We are subdividing auto.dta by the categorical variables foreign and rep78, but
with a twist given by the subsets option. Another useful option—in practice, probably
even more useful—is to use the total option to add results for the whole set.
. statsby p50=r(p50) p25=r(p25) p75=r(p75) min=r(min) max=r(max),
> by(foreign rep78) subsets total: summarize mpg, detail
(running summarize on estimation sample)
command: summarize mpg, detail
p50: r(p50)
p25: r(p25)
p75: r(p75)
min: r(min)
max: r(max)
by: foreign rep78
Statsby subsets
1
2
3
4
5
................

Let us look at the results. To emphasize the key point: This is a reduced dataset
and the original dataset is gone, although overwriting is avoidable through saving().
We have results for all combinations of foreign and rep78 that exist in the data; for
all categories of foreign and for all categories of rep78; and for all observations.

(Continued on next page)
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. list
foreign

rep78

p50

p25

p75

min

max

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Domestic
Domestic
Domestic
Domestic
Domestic

1
2
3
4
5

21
18
19
18
32

18
16.5
16
15
30

24
23
21
21
34

18
14
12
14
30

24
24
29
28
34

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Domestic
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign
Foreign

.
3
4
5
.

19
23
25
25
25

16
21
23
18
21

22
26
25
35
28

12
21
21
17
17

34
26
30
41
41

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

.
.
.
.
.

1
2
3
4
5

21
18
19
22.5
30

18
16.5
17
18
18

24
23
21
25
35

18
14
12
14
17

24
24
29
30
41

16.

.

.

20

18

25

12

41

Plotting that data directly would produce a reasonable working graph. Largely
as a matter of personal taste, I chose to reorganize and edit the data slightly to get
something more attractive. First, I wanted all two-group categories together, then all
one-group categories, and then all the data. The number of groups in each category
is the complement of the number of missing values of the first two variables in each
observation or row, so that can be calculated by counting missing values in each row
and sorting accordingly. The stable option minimizes departure from the present sort
order.
. egen order = rowmiss(foreign rep78)
. sort order, stable

To get group labels, I combine the value labels (where used) and the values (otherwise) with egen’s concat() function, and I remove the periods indicating missing and
any marginal spaces:
. egen label = concat(foreign rep78), decode p(" ")
. replace label = trim(subinstr(label, ".", "", .))
(8 real changes made)

The total category for results for all observations deserves due prominence:
. replace label = "Total" in L
(1 real change made)

The final detail of preparation is to use a couple of helper programs to set up one
axis variable with gaps and to map the values in the label variable to the value labels
of that axis variable:
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. seqvar x = 1/5 7/9 11/12 14/18 20
. labmask x, values(label)

For more details on seqvar and labmask, see Cox (2008).
Now we assemble the box plot from ingredients produced by members of the twoway
family. rspike draws spikes between each quartile and each tailward extreme. rbar
draws boxes between the quartiles. scatter draws point symbols showing the medians.
The result is shown in figure 1. At this point, we use the title carefully stored in a local
macro before the call to statsby.
.
>
>
>
>

twoway rspike min p25 x, horizontal bcolor(gs12) ||
rspike p75 max x, horizontal bcolor(gs12) ||
rbar p25 p75 x, horizontal barw(0.8) bcolor(gs12) ||
scatter x p50, ms(O) yla(1/5 7/9 11/12 14/18 20, val nogrid noticks ang(h))
legend(off) ysc(reverse) xtitle(`xtitle´)

Domestic 1
Domestic 2
Domestic 3
Domestic 4
Domestic 5
Foreign 3
Foreign 4
Foreign 5
Domestic
Foreign
1
2
3
4
5
Total
10

20

30

40

Mileage (mpg)

Figure 1. All subsets box plot of mileage for 78 cars by domestic or foreign origin,
repair record in 1978, and combinations thereof. Spikes extend to extremes, boxes show
quartiles, and circles show medians.

Beyond question, the statistical and stylistic choices here of what to show and how to
show it are all arguable and variable. However, that is not the main point. Rather, you
should appreciate how statsby with its subsets and total options made a different
kind of plot much easier.
(Continued on next page)
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Confidence-interval plots

Plotting confidence intervals for some group statistic, such as the mean, is another
common application. The basic trick, which now starts to look fairly obvious, is to use
a command such as ci (see [R] ci) under the aegis of statsby to produce a reduced
dataset that is then ready for graphics.
We read in the U.S. National Longitudinal Survey data available from Stata’s web
site. We will look at the relationship between wage (on an adjusted logarithmic scale)
and highest education grade.
. webuse nlswork, clear
(National Longitudinal Survey.

Young Women 14-26 years of age in 1968)

Saving the variable label is a trick we saw before. At worst, it does no harm.
. local ytitle "`: var label ln_wage´"

ci is our workhorse. The default gives 95% confidence intervals, but evidently other
choices may suit specific purposes. As the dataset is panel data, we need to decide
how far to respect its structure. One of several possible approaches is to select one
observation from each panel randomly (but reproducibly). In addition to estimates and
confidence intervals, we save the sample sizes, which are a key part of the information.
. set seed 2803
. generate rnd = runiform()
. bysort idcode (rnd): generate byte select = _n == 1
. statsby mean=r(mean) ub=r(ub) lb=r(lb) N=r(N) if select, by(grade) clear:
> ci ln_wage
(running ci on estimation sample)
command: ci ln_wage if select
mean: r(mean)
ub: r(ub)
lb: r(lb)
N: r(N)
by: grade
Statsby groups
1
2
3
4
5
(2 missing values generated)
...................

Here the grades run over all the integers 0/18, but levelsof (see [P] levelsof)
simplifies capture for later graphical use of all values that occur, especially in more
complicated cases.
. levelsof grade, local(levels)
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

A basic plot is now at hand. Using scatter for the means and rcap for the intervals
themselves is widely conventional. A delicate detail is that means on top of intervals
look better than the converse. The result is shown in figure 2.
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. twoway rcap ub lb grade || scatter mean grade, yti(`ytitle´) legend(off)
> subtitle(95% confidence intervals for mean, place(w)) xla(`levels´)

0

.5

ln(wage/GNP deflator)
1
1.5
2

2.5

95% confidence intervals for mean

0

1

2

3

4

5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
current grade completed

Figure 2. Graph of 95% confidence intervals of mean adjusted log wage by education
grade.

The graph can be improved in various minor cosmetic ways and also by showing
sample sizes. After some experimenting, the method for the latter was refined to showing
sizes as marker labels on a horizontal line. Horizontal alignment of those labels would
have been preferable, except that they then would run into one another. Exchanging
axes so that grade is plotted vertically seems too awkward for this kind of data. In other
circumstances, exchanging axes might well be a good idea. Thus the vertical alignment
here is regarded as the lesser of two evils. Figure 3 shows the result.
.
.
>
>
>

generate where = 2.7
twoway rcap ub lb grade || scatter mean grade, yti(`ytitle´) legend(off)
subtitle(95% confidence intervals for mean, place(w)) xla(`levels´)
|| scatter where grade, ms(none) mla(N) mlabangle(v) mlabpos(0) ysc(r(. 2.8))
yla(0(.5)2.5, ang(h))

(Continued on next page)
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232

187

500

187

341

332

294

2004

255

150

40

3

131

1

2

27

2

1

6

1

0

11

8

95% confidence intervals for mean

4

5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
current grade completed

ln(wage/GNP deflator)

2.5

2

1.5

1

.5

0

Figure 3. Graph of 95% confidence intervals of mean adjusted log wage by education
grade. Text labels show sample sizes at each grade.

5

Conclusions

This column has promoted one simple idea, using statsby to prepare a reduced dataset
for subsequent graphing. Its subsets and total options allow useful variations on the
default. You might still need to do some further work to get a good graph, but the
overall labor is nevertheless likely to be much reduced. The method is widely applicable
in so far as any calculation can be represented by a program as yielding r-class or e-class
results.
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